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Artist Statement

I am fascinated by insight, the ability to tell stories and  
the power to connect with the core of what it means to  
be human — through design. Unlike any other  
problem-solving tool, design is multi-faceted and 
emotional. At a young age I was drawn to visual 
storytelling because it spoke to feelings that I could not 
put into words. The kind of expression that could create 
meaning and lead to change that makes our world a better 
place. Coming from the diverse city of Tucson, Arizona, 
and growing up in both the United States and Mexico, 
I understand today how design thinking influences our 
thoughts and behaviors on a local and global scale. As 
a designer, my goal is to help others succeed through 
human-centric solutions.



Abstract

Playtime has a vital role in children’s development. 
Personal growth and the evolution relationships within 
their lives highly depends on they way they perceive, 
interact and experience the world. Through play, children 
are able to explore their surroundings, each other and 
themselves in a safe environment. There is an opportunity 
to use this crucial time in children lives to introduce 
diversity and prevent exclusivity from increasing as  
they age. 

To reach an inclusive future, design can be employed to 
create an experience for children of diverse backgrounds, 
abilities and cultures to connect to one another, 
learn about each other and form the foundations for 
understanding. To amplify playtime, the needs of children 
around the ages of 6-8 must be taken into consideration 
as well as all accessibility needs for those with different 
physical abilities or language barriers. 

This project explores the design thinking method and 
how visual communications comes alongside the design 
thinking process to speak of values and ideals. A visual 
language and game, that stems from a core mission 
statement, has been created for a fictional company. In 
the future, the game could carry in to tools, like an app, 
to carry on the learning experience and provide other 
environments for connection.



Insight Statements

Through ethnographic research and talking to experts  
within their fields, insights were made about how play  
effects children, how adults use to facilitate growth  
opportunities for kids and other uses for play. 

Below are statements that are the sum of insights  
gathered through conversations. Further below are quotes  
that support the concluded insights.

Play facilitates conversations about diversity.
Play is a safe learning environment.

Children learn social how to handle social interactions through playtime. 

Play builds confidence in children.

Shared experiences from play build relationships.

Quotes

 “Big differences are social differences so 
games were a big focus. We would take her 
to parks to play with other kids. If she’s not 
playing with other kids in the play ground, 
she won’t learn how to manage social 
interactions.”

—S S , Occupational Therapist in training

 “Creative, hands-on play that involves 
movement and has an end product is  
satisfying to the kids because of its tangible 
achievements.”

—L.A, High school disabilities teacher



Opportunities from Insights

Collecting and synthesizing the information from research  
reflected themes and patterns about playtime. From the  
insights, the opportunities to amplify the beneficial aspects  
of play arose and to make better use of the environment  
playtime creates arose. 

The opportunities that reflect the insights lead to a  
challenge statement that served as the basis of the project 
and design. 

Challenge

How might design amplify play as a foundation f 



Mission Statement

To be able to create a visual language for a fictional 
 company, a mission statement had to be formed to dictate 
 the core values and set the tone for the company. 

Distilling important factors from the insights and  
opportunities, this mission statement served as a  
foundation for all design decisions.

To move towards inclusion by transforming playtime 
into experiences that build lasting relationships.



Company Name

Deciding the name for the fictional company meant 
selecting or adjusting a word that followed the overall 
message of the mission statement.

The name Kinect was chosen because it combined to key 
aspects of the missions statement. Kin referrers to family 
and one’s relations and crossing it with the word connect, 
the outcome speaks of connection and relationships. 

Exploration of name and logos



Logo Design

Butterflies are symbols of growth, development, beauty 
and diversity. The logo depicts two butterflies with 
different patterns with a shared wing that features both  
patterns. This symbolizes diversity and commonality 
between two separate entities. 

The butterflies are rendered geometrically to give the 
feeling  of creativity, coming together and bold simplicity. 



Logotype Design

The logotype are the butterflies combined with a modified  
typeface. The typeface is a humanistic slab serif that is 
meant to portray the friendly, future focus, design  
forward values.

The placement chosen, the one is color, has a dynamic 
composition and allows for the butterflies to be balanced 
and still appear to be fluttering about.



Color Pallet

Green, blue, yellow and orange have a primary 
connotation, but the shades chosen are more sophisticated 
while remaining playful. Each of the colors convey 
optimism, the outdoors, and childhood without being  
too basic.

The final four colors chosen are below and underneath are 
the shades explored. 



Logo in Color Pallet

The logo is meant to be used in all four colors and remain 
on brand. Below is the final logo design that employs the 
final color pallet.



TypographyTypography

The typography employed in the design needed to  
follow the mission statement and embody the core values. 
Derived from the logotype, Klinic slab is used as a display 
type to convey a modern childlike boldness while Dolly  
is approachable, friendly and more traditional for the  
body copy. 

Klinic Slab
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq 
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Dolly
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq 
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz



Business Cards

The business cards use the orange from the color palette 
and both the logo and logotype. The information is layed 
out on a grid system to be organized.

Front Back



LetterheadLetterhead & Envelope

The letterhead and envelope follow the same design set 
forward by the business card. The flood of orange is bright 
and optimistic. The envelope puts design elements to use 
to create intrigue. 



Stationery PackageFull Stationary Set

The full stationary set it designed to be cohesive together 
and speak of the companies values at first glance. 



Photography Mood

Although these images have been taken from the Internet, 
they serve to set the mood of what photography could be 
for Kinect. Imagery would be bright with a shallow depth 
of field. Photography could highlight candid interaction or 
moments of connection. Portraits  could also speak of the 
individuality of the children. 



Design Elements

A pattern that can serve as a design element is derived 
from the patterns of the wings of the butterfly logo.  
The circles and stripes are directly taken off the wings  
and translated into basic shapes, coming together to 
create a pattern.



Icons, Symbols & Illustrations 
Butterflies 

The butterfly is a symbol of growth, diversity and beauty. 
It is featured in the logo, but used to describe other aspects 
of the company in further detail. 



Icons, Symbols & Illustration 
 Metamorphosis

The four elements of inclusion (teach, learn, experience 
and share) are depicted by the stages of a butterfly going 
through metamorphosis. 



Icons, Symbols & Illustration 
Characters

Illustrations of kids are meant to carry the same simplistic 
shapes as the butterfly illustrations, but give each kid a 
unique feature and represent a diverse population.

Misha

Raphael



Can you imagine 
a world in which 
a playground 
might cultivate 
unity for future 
generations?

Transform Play, 
Build Relationships. 
kinect.co

2004 Brannon Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Promotional Print Piece

The fold out print poster is an introduction to the brand, to 
its mission and methods to people like teachers or those in 
charge of community parks.



Can you imagine 
a world in which 
a playground 
might cultivate 
unity for future 
generations?





Kinect Game Design

The Game

The game provides a space for children to learn about one 
another and share experiences that ultimately bring them 
closer together.  

The game is an outdoor piece, meant to be on a 
playground, either at schools or public parks, where it is 
accessible to all. The game is designed with accessibility 
in mind and features tools for those who have varying 
physical needs. 

The illustration below depicts both panels of the  
game. It is not to scale and the angle depicted is for 
conceptual purposes.



Kinect Game Design

How it is Played

Similar to exquisite corpse, the upper and lower halves 
of animals can be interchanged to create whole new 
creatures. Together, those who are playing can create their 
own animals by rotating the blocks on the game. It can be 
played in turns, facilitated by adults or by a single child.

The directions on how to play the game are aimed 
for a younger audience. They are written with simple 
vocabulary and in the similar style of social stories. 
Social stories place the reader directly into the action the 
instructions portray. They are used to guide interactions 
for those who have disabilities, like Autism for example. 

The Directions 

The farthest left panel of the game has the directions  
written in order, steps one through five. 

Here are the steps:

 1.  I want to play Kinect with someone!

2. I look around the playgroup and see someone.  
Maybe they want to play with me.

3.  I go and say, “Hi! Would you like to play Kinect  
with me?”

4. We take turns turning the squares to create 
 different animals.

5. We talk about are animals and I say, “Thanks for 
playing with me!”



Accessibility Features

The instructions are written in English as well as in 
braille. For those who have languages barriers, the game 
can be facilitated and they can learn new vocabulary.

The game is elevated on a soft platform that is accessible 
to wheel chairs. The animal cubes that are meant to be 
turned are at children’s average height for children ages 
5-7, but there is a button that rotates the cube if the child is 
lacking mobility. Label & Button

Each animal is labeled in both 
English and Braille. The label also 
serves as a button that can be pushed 
to rotate the cube in case there is a 
lack in mobility.



Sound Barrier  
& Environment Illustration

The game is blocked off by a sound barrier that allows 
for children to enter a quiet space. It eliminates sensory 
overload and allows the children to be in the moment with 
whoever they are playing with. The barrier also serves 
to set the environment for which the animals they are 
creating may live in. 

It would be a clear material that the children could 
interact with as well. They could see the rest of the 
playground through the wall, but it would a quiet space  
to play.



Animal Illustrations

The illustrations on the rotating blocks are of woodland 
creatures. They are simplistic and bold like the rest of the 
brands illustrations and designs. The patterns on their 
bodies, like the triangles on the owls chest, serve as spaces 
for a tactile element to be incorporated. For instance, 
the half circles on the fish would be scaly to the touch —
allowing children to use sensory observations to gather 
information and bolster their experience. 

Bear
Long hair

Fish
Scales

Owl
Feathers 

Squirrel
Fuzzy



Tactile Area

Tactile Features

In these patterned areas with be tactile, with different 
textures with each animal. The bear will feature a 
 long course fur on his chest that the children playing 
could touch.



Example of Cubes Turned

The illustration below depicts what the game would 
 look like when it is in use. The animals would be spun  
to create whole new animals that are half one animal  
and half another. 



Project Summery

Kinect is a game that helps build a foundation for an 
inclusive future by creating a shared experience in which 
children can learn about each other. Through playtime 
early in life, children can become aware of diversity 
among each other and continue to grow together. The 
design the Kinect identity embodies its values and 
connects intangible ideas to physical forms. Kinect is a 
visual identity, a concept and an opportunity to continue 
to integrate design to solve social challenges.


